// Research on language implementation
techniques has regained importance. RPython and Truffle are two techniques for efficient language implementations based on simple interpreters. // PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE implementation has been a major research field since computer science's inception. Researchers have made many advances, leading to highly optimizing compilers and dynamic just-in-time (JIT) compilation 1 that allow for the efficient implementation of a range of programming languages. However, the implementation of compilers and JIT-compiling virtual machines (VMs) requires significant engineering effort, which often exceeds what's feasible for domain-specific languages (DSLs).
As a result, interpreters remain a simple alternative for programming language implementation. Interpreters typically directly reflect the desired execution semantics, retaining a close relationship between the language and its execution. This makes interpreters ideal for evolving languages, design experiments, and DSLs. Unfortunately, interpreters are several orders of magnitude slower than highly optimizing VMs or compilers.
RPython and Truffle are two language implementation techniques that enable the use of interpreters while potentially performing at the same order of magnitude as compilers and JIT-compiling VMs. RPython is the platform for PyPy, a fast Python implementation; 2 Truffle is a new implementation framework for language implementations on top of Java virtual machines (JVMs). 
SOM: Simple Object Machine
As a running example and case study, we use the Simple Object Machine (SOM) family, 4 a set of VMs for a dialect of Smalltalk. 5 SOM is designed for teaching language implementation and VM techniques, so it's simple and includes only a small set of fundamental language concepts such as objects, classes, closures, primitives, and nonlocal returns. The following listing illustrates the SOM syntax: Line 1 defines the class Boolean as a subclass of Object. In Smalltalk, control structures such as if or while are defined as polymorphic methods on objects and rely on mechanisms such as closures and nonlocal returns. So, Boolean defi nes the method #ifTrue:ifFalse: on line 2, which takes two blocks (that is, closures) as arguments. When this message is sent to a Boolean, line 3 executes and will evaluate the trueBlock parameter by sending the message #value. The caret (^), Smalltalk's return symbol, causes a nonlocal return in this case. This means that if the Boolean is an instance of the class True, trueBlock is evaluated and the result is returned to the caller of #ifTrue:ifFalse:. Without the notion of nonlocal returns, execution wouldn't return from #ifTrue:ifFalse:, and line 4 would also execute.
Implementing Interpreters
Interpreter implementations commonly employ one of two approaches. The simpler approach is based on parser-generated abstract syntax trees (ASTs). The other approach uses bytecode, a linearized program representation. To illustrate the differences between the two, the following SOM listing shows a recursive factorial function: factorial: n = ( ^ n = 0 ifTrue: [1] ifFalse: [n * (self factorial: n -1)])
The comparison n = 0 results in a Boolean object, which receives the message #ifTrue:ifFalse:. If n is 0, the #factorial: method will return the value of the fi rst block (1). Otherwise, it will evaluate the second block, which recursively computes the factorial for n.
AST Interpreters
The SOM parser compiles the example code to an AST similar to Figure 1, in We use Python pseudocode to distinguish between the language implemented and its implementation language. The IntegerLiteral class illustrates how literals such as the integer 1 are handled. Because their value is known at compilation time, the execute method of IntegerLiteral returns this stored value. In contrast, BinaryMessageSend has two subexpressions-the receiver and the argument-that must be evaluated fi rst. So, execute fi rst calls the execute methods on the subexpressions. Then it retrieves the receiver's class and looks up the Smalltalk method corresponding to the selector defi ned in the AST. In the factorial example, the arithmetic operations, the comparison, and #factorial: itself are such binary message sends.
Although this is a straightforward way to build interpreters, the overhead of the dynamic dispatch for methods such as execute and the memory access patterns of the tree traversal can decrease performance. 
invoke(self, args) bc_idx++
Basic bytecode interpreters use simple dispatch loops such as these switch or case statements to implement the bytecode dispatch. First, the interpreter fetches the next bytecode from the executing method, including a possible argument to the bytecode. Then it jumps to the corresponding bytecode implementation, which either pushes an argument to the message send onto the stack, pushes a constant encoded in the method, or performs a send.
As we mentioned before, bytecode interpreters are more complex than AST interpreters. One reason for this is the explicit execution stack that requires the implementer to carefully track the stack balance (for example, for method calls). However, this complexity seems to be accepted to reap the performance benefits.
Research on optimization techniques long ignored AST interpreters 6 and has only recently reconsidered them, as seen with Truffle. However, researchers have developed several optimizations for bytecode interpreters. Examples include threaded interpretation 7 to reduce the bytecode dispatch overhead and superinstructions 8 and quickening 8, 9 to optimize the bytecode sets for better performance. However, even when applied consequently, interpreters perform much worse than optimizing VMs with JIT compilers. RPython and Truffle both promise to provide optimizing VMs when given bytecode or AST interpreters.
RPython: Metatracing JIT Compilers
The RPython toolchain takes simple interpreters that are implemented in a high-level language and generates efficient VMs for them. The toolchain builds on the notion of tracing JIT compilers 10 for performance. Specific to RPython's approach is the use of metatracing; that is, an implementation doesn't trace a SOM program's execution directly but traces the SOM interpreter's execution.
The toolchain also provides lowlevel services such as memory management and object layout. These services are added to the interpreter in several transformation steps that eventually generate C code for the final VM. RPython is a restricted subset of Python. It has a type system that enables the interpreter's analysis and its transformation into a VM with a metatracing JIT compiler.
Research on optimization techniques long ignored AST interpreters and has only recently reconsidered them. case push_argument: #...
The jit_merge_point annotation tells the VM that a loop occurred when the execution reached a point at which the bytecode index (bc_idx), method, and interpreter instance are the same objects they were at a previous point. When this loop has executed often enough, the VM starts recording a trace that's subsequently optimized to remove unnecessary operations such as temporary allocations and repeated side-effectfree function execution. Because the trace records all operations and disregards function boundaries, reordering the operations and removing redundant operations should yield peak performance for a specific execution trace.
Because the optimizer must make conservative assumptions even for concrete traces, it's necessary to make certain properties explicit with annotations. For instance, functions can have side effects that aren't essential for the executionfor example, for caching values.
With RPython's @elidable annotation, the optimizer can be told that it's safe to elide repeated executions from a trace because the function is guaranteed to produce the same return values for the same input. RPySOM uses this function for the lookup of globals, which use a dictionary that isn't guaranteed to remain unchanged. Another chance for optimization comes from values that remain constant in the context of a trace, but the optimizer can't prove them to be real constants. In these cases, the value can be marked with the promote function. For example, in RPySOM, the stack pointer's value is constant in the specific context of a trace and can be promoted. Carl Friedrich Bolz and Laurence Tratt discuss these optimizations in more depth.
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Necessary Optimizations
To generate useful traces for JIT compilation, the tracer must be able to identify hot loops (loops in which the program spends most of its time). This was a challenge for SOM. Because of Smalltalk's unified design and minimal set of concepts, it doesn't match well with RPython's heuristics. A main issue is how SOM implements loops. Originally, it used a built-in function of the SOM interpreter (called a primitive), which reset the loop frame's bytecode index to start over with the loop body's execution. This approach made it harder for the tracer to detect loops.
The complete reification of the execution stack in the interpreter put an additional burden on the optimizer because data dependencies became ambiguous.
To address loop detection and make data dependencies explicit, we made RPySOM recursive. Originally, the interpret method of Interpreter is activated only once. In the recursive version, every SOM method invocation leads to an additional invocation of interpret. Thus, interpret holds the relevant execution state, such as the frame object, the current method, and the current bytecode index. This makes data dependencies more explicit for the optimizer by decoupling logically independent copies of the variables.
So, the implementation of nonlocal returns and loops has changed. Originally, nonlocal returns were implemented by walking the chain of frame objects and setting the corresponding fields in the interpreter object. This made it hard for the optimizer to determine independent changes.
In the recursive interpreter, nonlocal returns use exceptions to walk the RPython stack of recursive interpret invocations. The SOM loop implementation has changed from a primitive manipulating the bytecode index to explicit looping primitives for #whileTrue: and #whileFalse: messages. These two implement the loops by using RPython's while loop, in which relevant trace merge points can be To assist the metatracer with loop detection, we made the RPySOM interpreter fully recursive.
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indicated to RPython through the jit_merge_point annotation.
Truffl e: Self-Optimizing AST Interpreters
Truffl e is a Java-based framework for implementing effi cient AST interpreters. It dynamically specializes the AST on the basis of the execution paths taken and the types observed. In combination with a speculative optimizing compiler that uses partial evaluation, these ASTs are then JIT-compiled to reach the performance of custom-built VMs. 12 The framework builds on top of a standard JVM and benefi ts from its services, such as garbage collectors, native code optimizers, support for threads, or memory models. Unlike RPython, the implementer must explicitly provide the AST specializations with Truffl e. So, the main performance mechanism is in the developer's hands instead of a toolchain-provided black box.
Truffl eSOM: A Self-Optimizing SOM Truffl eSOM is based on the AST interpreter we described before. To reduce the execution overhead, we follow the general guideline for Truffl e: identify costly operations on the execution's fast path that can be performed only once as an initialization step. This lets later executions rely on, for example, a cached value and a guard that verifi es the assumptions. In Truffl eSOM, method lookup is one such optimization point because it not only avoids the lookup overhead but also enables later method inlining for contextspecifi c specialization. The message send fi rst evaluates its arguments, determining the receiver and the operand. During this AST node's fi rst execution, n contains an integer, so the variable read node can be specialized for reading integers. This is beneficial to avoid boxing. 3 The message send node can then be specialized on the basis of the receiver's class (Integer in this case). Thus, the uninitialized message send node is replaced by a cached send node, which keeps the lookup's value (the equality-test method defi ned in Integer).
As a guard, the cached send node has a special class check node as its child. This node is a specialized version of a class check. It performs a Java instanceof test on the receiver to determine whether the send can be performed. In the best case, this assumption holds, and the cached comparison method can be invoked directly. If the class check fails, execution transfers to an uninitialized send node, which performs the method lookup and then specializes itself.
This caching strategy is widely applicable, especially for lookups of globals, which are a key-and-value pair. The pair can be cached in a specialized node, which lets the optimizer treat it as a constant. This technique is similar to the use of promote() and @elidable in RPython but requires node specialization instead of simple annotations.
Another example of specializations necessary to reach peak performance relates to the handling of nonlocal returns. In a naive implementation, each method handles nonlocal returns as follows: 
Building Specializations
Although a Truffl e interpreter's optimization is left to the language implementer, Truffl e's approach to optimization feels natural. The tree structure facilitates optimizations such as special handling for Smalltalk loop message sends (or control structures). This is because the tree structure fits better with the semantics of these and other constructs than RPySOM's linearized bytecode format.
Taking the example of #ifTrue:ifFalse:, it's specialized in TruffleSOM when the receiver is a Boolean and the arguments are blocks. The specialized node then performs a simple identity check on the receiver and evaluates the corresponding block. Compared to the library solution, this significantly reduces the number of method and block activations. In RPySOM, we had to introduce jump bytecodes, change the parser to generate them, and implement them in the interpreter. So, the changes weren't as localized or as straightforward as in TruffleSOM.
Another important part of the framework is TruffleDSL, a set of annotations that facilitates the specification of node specializations. In dynamic languages such as Smalltalk, an addition operation must account for the various possible combinations of input types to implement the desired semantics. Because Truffle requires that each of these specializations is a node object, the language implementer would need to implement a separate class for each case. However, these classes are generated automatically with TruffleDSL. Consequently, the language implementer only needs to define one method for each specialization and annotate it with the conditions that must hold to apply the specialization.
Performance Evaluation
To assess whether RPySOM and TruffleSOM reach the same order of magnitude as optimizing JIT-compiling VMs, we compared them to Oracle's HotSpot JVM and PyPy. We chose DeltaBlue and Richards as object-oriented benchmarks and Mandelbrot as a numerical benchmark. All three are classic benchmarks that have been used to tune JVMs, JavaScript VMs, PyPy, and Smalltalk VMs. As with all benchmarks, the results can indicate a VM's expected performance but can't predict a concrete application's performance. Table 1 lists the performance results, indicating the absolute runtime in milliseconds, the standard deviation, and the result normalized to Java, which means higher factors are slower. For each benchmark, we roughly determined when the VM reached a stable state and then executed it 100 times. The machine we used had two quad-core Intel Xeon E5520 processors, 2.26 GHz with 8 Gbytes of memory, and ran Ubuntu Linux with kernel 3.11. A full overview of the results and notes on their reproduction are at http://stefan -marr.de/papers/ieee-soft-marr-et -al-appendix-performance-evaluation.
As an additional reference point, we included the SOM++ interpreter, an SOM implemented in C++ that uses bytecode and applies optimizations such as inline caching, threaded interpretation, and a generational garbage collector. However, it was 70 to 700 times slower than Java.
RPySOM and TruffleSOM reached about the same order of magnitude as a JVM. RPySOM ranged from 1.7 to 10.6; TruffleSOM was approximately 1.4 to 16 times slower, with more remaining optimization potential. Nonetheless, depending on the benchmark, both implementations reached the same order of magnitude as Java without requiring custom VMs and hundreds of person-years of engineering. For brevity, we omitted 
Consequences for Language Implementations
Overall, RPython and Truffle provide fast VMs based on simple interpreter implementations, but with different trade-offs. RPython's metatracing provides compelling initial performance gains, especially when engineering resources are constrained. However, Truffle's approach might be more beneficial in the long run, when metatracing's black-box approach fails and custom specializations are required. Performance aside, Truffle sufficiently guides implementers to quickly prototype ideas with little engineering effort, making it suitable for experiments. Both techniques have similarities because they both rely on complex compiler technology combined with either tracing or partial evaluation. Their performance increases significantly when data dependencies are made explicit, which often leads to a programming style that avoids unnecessary side effects. They also provide roughly the same set of annotations to make certain properties even more explicit for the optimizer.
Furthermore, both techniques help the language implementer avoid exposing implementation decisions to the language level. In a dynamic language such as Smalltalk, both encourage exposing the dynamisms in a controlled manner. For instance, it's easier to provide access to information such as an object's class through a primitive than to expose it through an object field that's treated differently than other object fields. In both cases, the framework must be notified that the class structure has changed to invalidate compiled code.
R
Python and Truffle enable implementations with little effort and good performance characteristics. In the case of DSLs, where language implementations must be as maintainable and as flexible as the domain, both techniques provide significantly better engineering properties than classic compiler and VM implementations do. They free the language implementer from low-level concerns such as memory management, native code generation, and other typical VM services. So, they require significantly less engineering than classic approaches.
Interestingly, neither technique provides advanced support for concurrency and parallelism, two main issues in programming. Truffle allows the use of the JVM's capabilities, and RPython experiments with software transactional memory. Still, neither provides building blocks to language designers that can facilitate the implementation of DSLs for concurrent and parallel programming, even though programmers could benefit from highly efficient DSL implementations to tackle concurrency's complexity.
Furthermore, both techniques could benefit each other. Metatracing's initial performance advantage can be helpful, especially for DSLs developed for narrow use cases. For long-term projects, combining metatracing with Truffle's self-optimizing approach could expose more optimization potential and maximize performance without relying solely on black-box metatracing.
RPython and Truffle make valuable contributions to the future of programming languages and their implementations. Combined with language design and implementation environments such as language workbenches, they could dramatically change how languages are implemented. Moreover, their optimization potential might reduce the cost of language features such as metaprogramming, which can increase programmer productivity. That way, they could also widen the set of acceptable programming techniques in performance-sensitive fields.
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